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Our Stellensatze here is: THEOREM In Theorem 2.3, if the number of the indeterminates X is zero, then every element in K [Y] is an X-homogeneous form of X-degree 0. So the inhomogeneous semialgebraic NuUstellensatz (see [5] or [9] ) is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3. When U = {1}, as a direct consequence, we may obtain Theorem 4.2 in Delzell [3] .
{Homogeneous Semialgebraic NuUstellensatz
Provided that the number of the indeterminates X is zero in Theorem 3.3, we may establish the inhomogeneous semialgebraic Positivstellensatz, see (1) of Theorem 8.6 in [5] , by Theorem 3.3 and the remark in §3.
If we specialize Theorem 4.3 to the case in which s = t = 1, U\ = w\ = 1, and m = 0, then we obtain the main result in [10] . When the number of the indeterminates X is zero, we may obtain the inhomogeneous semialgebraic Nichtnegativstellensatz, see Theorem 3 in [9] or (2) of Theorem 8.6 in [5] .
Finally, in §5, we investigate quantitative aspects related to these Stellensatze. Problem 2 in Stengle [10] is such a special example. We show the existence of upper bounds related to the Stellensatze, by the following result: THEOREM 5. Given n f m, s, t and d e N there exist a, β e N depending only on (n, m,s, t, d) Throughout this paper, the following symbols are kept:
N:= {0,1,2,...}; Z :={...,-2,-1,0,1,2,...};
Q := the field of rational numbers; and R := the field of real numbers.
Basic results.
In this section, for the preliminaries, we give some notions and prove some lemmas.
Let A be a graded ring, i.e., A is a commutative ring with 1 equipped with a direct decomposition of the underlying additive group, A = ®Z=o A n> such that A n Ά m C A n + m . Thus a = Σ Λ =o β » for a e A > where a n G A n is the homogeneous component of degree n of α, and almost all of the components are zero. For 0 Φ a e A, we can write a = #o + a\ + --+ aj with a^ ψ 0. Then we say that the degree of a is d. It will be convenient also to say that the degree of 0 is the symbol -oo and to adopt the conventions that -oo < n for every »eN. From now on, we use the special symbol (a) n to denote the homogeneous component of degree n of α, where n eN. Therefore a = Σ£Lo( α )« f°Γ ever Y CLEA. For technical reasons, it is convenient to define (a) q = 0 for every a e A and every negative integer q. An ideal / of A is said to be a homogeneous ideal if / = ®™ = o(InA n ), i.e., all homogeneous components of every element in / are also in /. We shall call a relation of the form / + g H-G /, in which all summands are homogeneous of the same degree, a homogeneous inclusion. Now let U 9 W be two multiplicative subsemigroups of homogeneous elements in A such that U QW. Then, for a homogeneous ideal / of A, we define the set H(u t ψ)(!) = {/ G A\f is homogeneous and for some e G N, u G £/, w\,...,w n e W, a\,...,a n e A, uf 2e + ΣΊ=i Wiάf e I is a homogeneous inclusion}.
By a proof similar to that of Delzell in [3] , we can prove that the set Hψ\w){I) has the following properties:
(1) If / G H( UtW ) (I) , and g e A is homogeneous, then gf e (2) If/, g e H( UtW )(I) have the same degree, then f+g e H {U>W) (I) . (I) . So
7=0 i
By Property (1) (I) . Therefore g = Σ%o(g)i € (C/ \/7 by the definition of {U ψ7. Thus we complete the proof of (1).
(2) It is obvious that / G H {UfW) (I) (I) ,feH {UtW) (I) [X, Y] can be regarded as a graded ring, in which the so-called homogeneity is only related to the indeterminates X. Therefore, we prefer to use the precise word "X-homogeneity" instead of the word "homogeneity".
Now, let / be an X-homogeneous ideal of F[X, Y], U c W be two multiplicative subsemigroups of F[X, Y], which consist of Xhomogeneous forms, and f e F[X, Y] be an X-homogeneous form.
Let (F*,P*) be an ordered extension of F, that is, F* is an extension of F with an ordering P*. Then, we shall say / is vanishing in (F*,P*) with respect to {U > 0; W > 0;/ = 0}, if f(x,y) = 0 for every (x,y) e F* Λ+1 x F* m such that u(x,y) > P * 0, Vw e U\ w(x, y) > P * 0, Vw e W\ and h(x, y) = 0, VΛ e I. THEOREM 
With F[X, Y], I, U, W and f as above, the following are equivalent:
(1) / is vanishing in every ordered extension of F with respect to {*7>0;fF>0;/ = 0}.
feH (ϋtW) (I) .
Proof. (2)=> (1) where a e F, and k t e N for i = 1,..., s. In this case, we say also that V is expressed by #i,..., g s for the sake of precision. Notice that we do not say that a and the g/, / = 1,..., s, must belong to V.
Let U C W be two multiplicative subsemigroups of F [X, Y] , and let W be finitely expressed. It is easy to see that U is also finitely expressed.
By the above notion, we can obtain the following (1) / is vanishing in every real closure of F with respect to {U > 0;ίF>0;/ = 0}.
(2)feH (UtW) (I) .
Proof (2)=> (1): Obvious.
(1) => (2): If (2) is false,_then, by the proof of Theorem 2.1, for some ordered extension {F(X, Y), P*) of F we have the relations (*) in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Let R be the real closure of F with respect to its ordering P*nF, and let W be expressed by g\,...,g s . Then, by Lang's Homomorphism Theorem (see [6] or [7] ), there is an F-algebra homomorphism τ from 
., τ(Ϋ m )).
Observe that for every w eW the sign of w(a*, b*) (resp. w(X, Ύ)) depends only on the signs of the ^/(α*,Z?*) (resp. the gi(X,Ύ)). So, for every u e U (c W) and every w e W, u(a* f b*) and u(X,Y) have the same sign, and w(a*,b*) and w(X,Y) have the same sign. Therefore we have:
Moreover, it is evident that h(a*,b*) = 0, VΛ e /. Thus / is not vanishing in the real closure R of F with respect to {U > 0; W > 0;/ = 0}, refuting (1). D By the theorem above, we can prove Theorem 2.3 in the introduction without difficulty as follows.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (2) => (1) Suppose that (2) Pick one wGί/. Then, for every α e A^+, αw € ^* 5 and αw(α*, fc*) > r 0. Since u{a*,b*) > τ 0, α > τ 0. Thus ϋ:
+ c ]f\ Therefore î s a real closure of the ordered field (K, K+).
Let K be the algebraic closure of K in R. Then, by Lemma 3.13 in [8] , K is real closed, and is a real closure of K. By the uniqueness of real closures of an ordered field (see Theorem 3.10 in [8] ), we may agree that K = K c R. Therefore, / is not vanishing in R with respect to {U > 0; W* > 0;/ = 0}, of course, with respect to {U> 0; W > 0;/ = 0}. This refutes (1). α 3. The homogeneous semialgebraic Positivstellensatz. In this section, the notation F, F [X, Y] , /, U 9 W and / is the same as in §2. Let (F*, P*) be an ordered extension of F. Then we shall say that / is positive (nonnegative) in (F*,P*) with respect to {U > 0; W > 0;/ = 0}, if f(x, y) >/>* 0 (f(x, y) > P . 0) for every (JC, y) e F* n+ι x F* m such that u(x f y) > P * 0, Vw € U; w(x, y) >/>* 0, Vw € W\ and h{x, y) = 0, Vhel. REMARK. In the inhomogeneous semialgebraic Poisitivstellensatz, the required congruence is written in the form
where w, w, and w'j have the character similar to that in Theorem 3.1(2) (cf. Theorem 8.6 (1) in [5] ). Here, we point out that for homogeneous forms such a homogeneous inclusion cannot in general be obtained. For example, in the polynomial ring F[XQ] 9 let U be the multiplicative semigroup generated by XQ, and W the one generated by Xo, and let 7 = 0. Then, evidently, the homogeneous form XQ is positive in every ordered extension of F with respect to {U > 0; W > 0;/ = 0}. But the following homogeneous inclusion is impossible:
where u e U, ιu if w f j e W, and &•, gj e F [XQ] . Indeed, the homogeneous forms on the left hand side must be of odd degree, and the one on the right hand side must be of even degree.
However, provided that there exist some U\, u 2 € U such that U\f and u 2 have the same X-degree, then the expression in Theorem 3.1 (2) may be improved as follows:
where u e U, w if w f j e W, and g i9 g'j e F [X,Y] . Indeed, by the expression
Notice that all the summands in the expressions above have the same ^-degree. Then the sum of the two expressions is required.
4.
The homogeneous semialgebraic Nichtnegativstellensatz. In this section, we shall adopt the same notations as in §3 to investigate the representation of nonnegative forms.
First, we have
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The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.2, and the reader can give its procedure.
By Theorem 4.2, it is easy to prove Theorem 4.3 in the introduction. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is similar to that of Theorem 3.3, and we leave it to the reader as an exercise.
REMARK. In the inhomogeneous semialgebraic Nichtnegativstellensatz (cf. Theorem 8.6(2) in [5] Here, the argument is similar to the remark in §3.
Related quantitative aspects.
The purpose of this section will be to prove Theorem 5 in the introduction. In this section, we shall adopt the same notations as in Theorems 2.3, 3.3 and 4.3 . For convenience, we give a name "general X-homogeneous form". Before proving Theorem 5, we give the following LEMMA. Given n, m and d e N, there exists r e N depending only on (n,m,d) such that every X-homogeneous ideal of degree < d may be generated by r X-homogeneous forms of degree < d.
